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Abstract

Our immune system uses antibodies to neutralize pathogens such as bacteria and viruses. Antibodies bind to parts of foreign proteins with high efficiency and specificity. We call such parts epitopes. The identification of epitopes, namely epitope mapping, may contribute to various immunological applications such as vaccine design, antibody production and immunological diagnosis. Therefore, a fast and reliable method that can predict epitopes from the whole proteome is highly desirable.

In this work we have developed a computational method that predicts epitopes based on sequence information. We focus on using local alignment to extract features from peptides and classifying them using Support Vector Machine. We also propose two approaches to optimize the features. The results show that our method can reliably predict epitopes and significantly outperforms some most commonly used tools.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The immune system protects organisms from pathogens (e.g., viruses, bacteria and other things that cause diseases to the hosts). One of the major subdivisions of the immune system is the adaptive immune system. It launches highly specific and long-lasting defences against invading pathogens. B cells, or B lymphocytes, play a crucial role in the adaptive immune system. They can secrete antibodies which neutralize pathogens.

Any substances that trigger the adaptive immune response are referred as antigens. This work only concerns antigens that are proteins. Antibodies neutralize a pathogen by binding to the antigens on its surface, and the part of antigens that antibodies bind to are called B-cell epitopes (Figure 1.1), or epitopes for short in this report.

An antigen usually contains multiple epitopes, and they may overlap with one another. An antibody is not specific to an antigen as a whole, rather, it often recognizes a specific epitope. The specificity of antibody-epitope interaction is the key to distinguishing foreign substance from self substance. It can also be used to develop sensitive diagnostic tests. Besides interacting with antibodies, epitopes also elicit them. An antibody elicited by a certain epitope can bind to any antigens that contain the same or similar epitopes, so it is assumed that immunization with the right epitope provides protection against certain pathogens.

Therefore, the identification of epitopes, namely epitope mapping, is highly desirable for various immunological applications. A number of computational tools have been developed to predict epitopes from antigens. Some of the predictors only rely on sequence information of antigens \[1,6,9,10,22,26,29,34,40\], others require structure information \[24,28,31,41\]. Sequence-based prediction is more appealing, since the number of sequenced pathogen proteomes is increasing rapidly, while the structure data for antigens is limited. The application of machine learning techniques is a promising direction in sequence-based epitope prediction \[42\].

The aim of this work is to develop a reliable epitope predictor that only requires sequence information. This predictor should be able to distinguish epitopes from non-epitopes and detect the epitopes in given antigens. We focus on extracting new
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Figure 1.1: The neutralization of a pathogen by antibodies. Antibodies bind to antigens on the surface of a pathogen, and this process leads to the destruction of the pathogen. Epitopes are the part of antigens that antibodies bind to.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 provides the background of our work. The biological background and existing methods for epitope mapping are briefly reviewed. A description of SVM is also given.

Chapter 3 describes the dataset used in our work.

Chapter 4 presents our method. We introduced new peptide features and combined them with SVM. In addition, we proposed two approaches to optimize the features.

Chapter 5 shows the results. We evaluated the ability of our models to classify epitopes and non-epitopes as well as detect epitopes from antigens. Then we compared our method with some frequently used tools.

Chapter 6 gives the conclusions of our work and discusses the current issues in developing computational tools for epitope mapping.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Biological background

There are two types of epitopes, continuous (Figure 2.1a) and discontinuous (Figure 2.1b). Continuous epitopes are also called linear epitopes, in which the residues are adjacent in a peptide chain. Discontinuous epitopes are also called conformational epitopes. A discontinuous epitope consists of several peptide segments that are separated in sequence but brought close in space as the antigen is folded. The vast majority of known B cell epitopes are discontinuous [33].

Several methods have been designed to map epitopes experimentally. The most accurate approach is X-ray co-crystallography [13] of antigen-antibody complexes which directly visualizes the interaction between the antigen and the antibody. However, purifying such complexes is technically challenging, time-consuming and expensive. To date, the number of solved structures is very small compared to the number of known antigens.

Figure 2.1: Continuous and discontinuous epitopes. (a) A continuous epitope, in which the residues are adjacent. (b) A discontinuous epitope, which consists of several peptide segments that are close in space when an antigen is folded.
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Mutation-based techniques, such as site-directed mutagenesis [32], are used to identify residues comprising epitopes. When mutating an epitope residue or a group of epitope residues, a significant loss in antibody binding can be observed. Both continuous and discontinuous epitopes can be mapped this way. The limitation of mutation-based methods is that they are slow and labor-intensive.

Peptide microarray [4] is a high-throughput and relatively inexpensive alternative. In this method, overlapping peptides are extracted from antigens. Then peptides are selected based on whether they can bind to antibodies. These peptides are identified as (part of) epitopes. Discontinuous epitopes can also be mapped with high reliability by combining non-adjacent peptides and maintaining the conformation of the combination [38].

Despite of all the effort, experimental methods are limited in terms of time and expense. The mapping of epitopes cannot catch up with the rapid increase of sequenced pathogen proteomes. In addition, experimental methods lack the ability to explain what makes a good epitope. Therefore, developing different computational methods for epitope mapping is highly desirable.

2.2 Computational methods for epitope mapping

Compared with experimental methods, computational methods are efficient and cheap. Current methods can be divided to two categories. Sequence-based methods only use protein sequence data, while structure-based methods can use both sequence and structure data.

2.2.1 Sequence-based methods

Sequence-based methods are used for prediction of continuous epitopes. They are the majority of all prediction methods. Although not able to detect discontinuous epitopes, sequence-based methods give us the information that can be aggregated for better understanding of discontinuous epitopes, since some segments of discontinuous epitopes can independently bind to an antibody and thus be regarded as continuous epitopes. In addition, sequence-based methods have certain advantages over structure-based methods:

- They do not need structural data, which is not currently produced at the same rate as sequence data;
- the implementation of sequence-based methods is usually simpler and the computation is faster.

Propensity scale methods were among the first attempts. They measure the tendency of a residue to be part of an epitope by its propensity score. Propensity scores are based on physico-chemical properties of amino acids like hydrophilicity, solvent accessibility etc. New propensity scales can be produced by combining different old scales [1]. Blythe et al. [3] have exhaustively tested 484 amino acid
propensity scales on their ability to correctly predict epitopes. Their study showed that even the best propensity scale performed only slightly better than random guess.

Improved methods have been developed by using machine learning techniques. For example, Chen et al. [6] combined Support Vector Machine (SVM) with amino acid pair (AAP) propensity scales, and BepiPred [26] combines the hidden Markov model (HMM) with propensity scales. Both methods were reported to perform significantly better than random as well as propensity scale methods. ABCPred [34] utilized Bayes Feature Extraction and built an SVM classifier to discriminate epitopes from non-epitopes. Instead of focusing on peptide features, El-Manzalawy et al. [9] implemented four types of string kernels and built SVM classifiers based on them.

2.2.2 Structure-based methods

Structure-based methods have been developed to predict both continuous and discontinuous epitopes. The integration of structural information overcomes the disadvantages of sequence based methods, as sequentially separated but spatially close residues can be brought together into consideration.

Structure-based methods often incorporate surfaces accessibility of residues [24]. The idea is that epitopes are usually on the surface of a protein structure. Some methods also look for secondary-structures which are favored in epitopes, such as turns and coils [37]. In addition, general-purpose binding site prediction programs can be used [31], since epitopes are the binding sites of antigens and antibodies.

The performance of structure-based methods is to some extent held back by the limited amount of antigen structure information. Yao et al. [41] evaluated the performance of several structure-based methods on an independent testing dataset. The result was far from satisfaction. Ponomarenko et al. [31] tested two conformational epitope predictors and four general-purpose protein-protein binding site predictors. The best performance was given by ClusPro [8], a binding site predictor.

2.2.3 Ensemble methods

Ensemble methods combine the predictions of several methods and often outperform an individual predictor. The combination of prediction results can be made by ensemble learning, such as majority voting and boosting. For example, EPmeta [28] is an ensemble predictor based on the votes from six discontinuous epitope predictors.

2.2.4 Online tools

Most of the methods mentioned above have software packages or online servers that users can use to obtain predicted epitopes from antigens of interest. Besides,
Figure 2.2: An illustration of linear SVM. The red and blue lines are the borders to separate the red and blue dots. $\varepsilon_i = \max\{0, 1 - t_i y_i\}$ is the distance of a data point at the wrong side of a corresponding border to the border

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ and http://www.iedb.org/ provide entries to a series of tools.

2.3 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a widely used kernel method for supervised classification. It works by finding the hyperplane that separates training data from different classes with a maximum margin (Figure 2.2). In SVM, we need to minimize the following cost function with respect to a set of parameters $\beta$

$$L(\beta) = R(\beta) + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max\{0, 1 - t_i y_i\}^p,$$

where $t_i$ (1 or -1) is the label of the $i^{th}$ data point $x_i$ and $y_i = f(x_i)$ is the output of decision function which depends on $\beta$. The output of decision function shows which side of the hyperplane a data point falls to and the distance between the data point to the hyperplane. $\sum_{i=1}^{N} \max\{0, 1 - t_i y_i\}^p$ is the error penalty, where $p$ is either 1 (hinge loss) or 2 (quadratic loss). More specifically, $\max\{0, 1 - t_i y_i\}$ is the distance of a data point at the wrong side of a corresponding border to the border (Figure 2.2). $R(\beta)$ is the regularization which is used to generate a "smooth" separation hyperplane and avoid over-fitting. The penalty parameter $C$ controls the trade-off between the two terms.

For a linear classifier, $\beta = (w, b)$ and the decision function is

$$f(x) = x^T w + b.$$
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And the regularization can be $L1$

\[ R(\beta) = \sum |\beta|, \]  
(2.3)

or $L2$

\[ R(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} \beta^T \beta. \]  
(2.4)

For non-linear classification, we usually use a kernel function to measure the similarity between two data points. A kernel function $k(.,.)$ takes two arguments and returns a real number. In this case, the decision function is written as

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i k(x_i, x), \]  
(2.5)

$L2$ regularization is

\[ R(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{N} \beta_i \beta_j k(x_i, x_j). \]  
(2.6)

Thus Equation 2.1 becomes

\[ \mathcal{L}(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{N} \beta_i \beta_j k(x_i, x_j) + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max\{0, 1 - t_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_j k(x_j, x_i)\}^p. \]  
(2.7)

Introducing the Gram matrix $K$ where $K_{i,j} = k(x_i, x_j)$ and $k_i$ the $i^{th}$ column of $K$, we can rewrite the cost function in matrix form

\[ \mathcal{L}(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} \beta^T K \beta + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max\{0, 1 - t_i k_i^T \beta\}^p. \]  
(2.8)

Since the Gram matrix $K$ is positive semi-definite, the cost function (2.8) is convex and the minimization problem can be uniquely solved. Standard convex optimizers can be applied directly to obtained the optimal values of $\beta$.

A lot of kernel functions have been developed. Conventional kernels include RBF (Gaussian) kernel

\[ k(x, x') = \exp(-\gamma\|x - x'\|^2), \]  
(2.9)

linear

\[ k(x, x') = x^T x' + b, \]  
(2.10)

polynomial

\[ k(x, x') = (x^T x' + b)^p, \]  
(2.11)

and sigmoid

\[ k(x, x') = \tanh(\gamma x^T x' + b). \]  
(2.12)
Parameters in a kernel function such as $\gamma$ and $b$ are called hyperparameters. New kernel functions can be constructed from old ones through linear combination, multiplication, convolution etc. Several kernels have been developed to operate directly on strings.

We must decide which kernel function to use first. Generally, RBF kernel is a first choice. First of all, both linear and sigmoid kernel have the same or similar performance as RBF for certain parameters. Secondly, unlike polynomial and sigmoid kernel, there is only one hyperparameter for RBF, which reduces the complexity in model selection. Finally, the output of RBF kernel is bounded by 0 and 1, so the minimization of (2.8) can be easily solved by numerical methods. However, if the dimension of data is very high, we may just use linear kernel.

The choice of the kernel function, the penalty parameter and hyperparameters should be justified by cross-validation, in which a portion of the training data is used to build the model and the rest is used for testing.
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Dataset

We have assembled a large set of well characterized data to train and test our model. Our data was generated by peptide microarray (Figure 3.1). The dataset contains 945 unique antigens. Overlapping peptides were taken by sliding a window along each antigen. The window sizes were between 9 to 12 residues. For each peptide, its affinity with an antibody was measured. The score for affinity ranges from 0 to 65,535. Peptides from epitopes can bind to antibodies, so they are associated with high affinity scores.

We filtered out antigens whose highest scores are lower than 4,000. For those antigens, no epitope was considered identified. 855 antigens remained after the filtering. Then we rescaled the scores of peptides to 0-1:

$$\theta(\chi) = \frac{\theta(\chi) - min}{max - min},$$

(3.1)

where $\theta(\chi)$ is the score for peptide $\chi$, $max$ and $min$ are the maximum and minimum among the scores of peptides from the same antigen as $\chi$.

Epitopes were defined as regions in which the score of every peptide is higher than 0.2. The length distribution of the epitopes obtained is shown in Figure 3.2. Regions in antigens that are not covered by epitopes were extracted to form the negative set. Since the length distribution of non-epitopes was significantly different from epitopes, we discarded non-epitopes shorter than 10 residues and evenly split those longer than 20 residues into segments shorter than 20. Eventually we obtained 2,068 epitopes and 4,072 non-epitopes.

The antigens were evenly separated into five groups using the online server CD-hit [18], so that any two antigens from different groups share less than 30% sequence similarity. A model will be trained on epitopes and non-epitopes from four groups and tested on the remaining group.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of data production. Overlapping peptides are extracted from antigens and their affinities with antibodies are measured. If a peptide has a high affinity with an antibody, then we consider it as part of an epitope.

Figure 3.2: Epitope length distribution.
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Methodology

The basic function of our model is to predict if a peptide is an epitope. Modifications can be made so that it will also detect epitopes from an antigen (see §4.3.2). Known epitope and non-epitope sequences are used for training. We will first map training sequences to a feature space, and then it is straightforward to use an SVM platform to train the model.

4.1 Peptide feature extraction

In this work, we will use a library of short amino acid sequences to characterize a peptide (Figure 4.1).

Let $\chi$ be a peptide, $x$ be its feature vector and $A = \{\alpha_m | m = 1, ..., M\}$ be the library of short amino acid sequences. Then the $m^{th}$ element of $x$ is obtained by:

$$x_m = \Phi(\chi, \alpha_m),$$

(4.1)

where $\Phi$ is the scoring function.

An example of $A$ is the set of all k-mers, i.e. all possible amino acid sequences of length $k$. Since there are 20 amino acids, the size of $A$ is $20^k$.

There are many different ways to define the scoring function $\Phi$. Here we will employ two types of scores.

4.1.1 Bag-of-Words

Bag-of-Words (BoW) model is widely used in image and text classification. In this model, $\Phi(\chi, \alpha)$ is the occurrence of $\alpha$ in $\chi$. For example $\Phi('ACACCC','AC') = 2$. To rule out the influence of peptide length, the feature vector $x$ generated as in (4.1) is normalized by its maximal element.

4.1.2 Local alignment

BoW model, however, does not capture some important features in peptides. Certain degree of insertion, deletion and substitution of residues may not alter the
Figure 4.1: Feature extraction. A library of short amino acid sequences is defined. Features of a peptide are extracted by computing the score between the peptide and each short sequence by the scoring function $\Phi$.

function of a protein/peptide. So even if a short sequence does not occur in a peptide, it may still be important for the characterization of the peptide if a similar subsequence can be found.

Thus, we have developed a new feature extraction method that uses local alignment to score a peptide in terms of a short sequence. Local alignment is a way to identify similar regions of two sequences and measure the similarity. Identical or similar residues are aligned and gaps may be inserted. For example, a good alignment between sequence ‘GAIGHE’ and ‘TALH’ is

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad I & \quad G & \quad H \\
A & \quad L & \quad - & \quad H,
\end{align*}
\]

$I$ (Isoleucine) and $L$ (Leucine) are aligned because they have similar physio-chemical properties. ‘$-$’ stands for a gap.

The score of an alignment is obtained by summing up the scores of aligned residue pairs and gaps in the alignment. Identical and similar residue pairs have positive scores while dissimilar ones have 0 or negative scores. We can put the scores of all amino acid pairs in a matrix which is called substitution matrix. A substitution matrix is $20 \times 20$ and symmetric. The score for gaps, usually referred as gap penalty, is always negative. The simplest gap penalty is proportional to the number of consecutive gaps

\[
s(g) = -gd, \quad (4.2)
\]
4.1. PEPTIDE FEATURE EXTRACTION

where \( g \) is the number of gaps and \(-d\) is the penalty for a single gap. There are more sophisticated types of gap penalties, but the computation of alignments with those gap penalties is more time consuming than with (4.2). In addition, the short sequences used in our work is shorter than 4. When aligning them to a peptide, the number of gaps is usually small (0-2). In this case different types of gap penalties generate similar result. Therefore, only (4.2) is used in this work.

After choosing the proper substitution matrix and gap penalty, it’s easy to calculate the score of a given alignment. Let the substitution score of a residue pair \((a, b)\) be \(s(a, b)\), then the total score for the previous alignment between 'GAIGHE' and 'TALH' is \(s(A, A) + s(I, L) - d + s(H, H)\).

In most cases we are interested in the best local alignment, that is, the max-pooling on all possible local alignments. Back to peptide feature extraction, \(\Phi(\chi, \alpha)\) is now the best local alignment score between peptide \(\chi\) and short sequence \(\alpha\). The score is computed by Smith-Waterman algorithm (see below). Since the local alignment score for totally unrelated sequences is probably larger than 0 (for example if they have one residue in common), it is sensible to put a threshold \(T\) on the alignment score, so that every score below \(T\) is 0. Similar to BoW, the feature vector \(x\) should be normalized.

Smith-Waterman algorithm

Smith-Waterman algorithm is a frequently used dynamic programming algorithm guaranteed to find the best local alignment. It was first proposed by Smith et al. [36] and improved by Gotoh [14].

The idea of the algorithm is to build up an alignment by extending the optimal alignment of smaller sequences. Suppose we are interested in the best local alignment between sequence \(x\) of length \(m\) and sequence \(y\) of length \(n\), then the best alignment up to the \(i^{th}\) residue of \(x\) and \(j^{th}\) residue of \(y\) is chosen from four possibilities:

- extending the best alignment up to \(x_{i-1}\) and \(y_{j-1}\) by aligning \(x_i\) and \(y_j\)
- extending the best alignment up to \(x_i\) and \(y_{j-1}\) by aligning \(y_j\) to a gap
- extending the best alignment up to \(x_{i-1}\) and \(y_j\) by aligning \(x_i\) to a gap
- starting a new alignment

To facilitate the building up of the best local alignment, we construct a \((1 + m) \times (1 + n)\) matrix \(H\). The row index of \(H\) goes from 0 to \(m\) and the column index from 0 to \(n\). \(H_{i,j}\) is calculated as best alignment score between \(x_{1:i}\) and \(y_{1:j}\). We begin by initializing the first row and first column of \(H\) to be 0 and then calculate
CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY

Figure 4.2: A demonstration of Smith-Waterman algorithm. Left, the substitution matrix and gap penalty used in the demonstration. Right, using Smith-Waterman algorithm to find the best local alignment between sequences 'WAYH' and 'GAWGHW'.

the other elements recursively from top left to bottom right.

$$H_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
H_{i-1,j-1} + s(x_i, y_j), \\
H_{i-1,j} - d, \\
H_{i,j-1} - d, \\
0. 
\end{cases} \quad (4.3)$$

The largest value in $H$ is highest local alignment score, and the best alignment can be obtained by tracing back. The traceback ends when we meet an element with value 0, which indicates the start of an alignment. The above process is demonstrated in Figure 4.2.

Alignment parameters

Entries in substitution matrix and gap penalty are henceforth referred as alignment parameters. They not only determine the score of an alignment, but also play a crucial role in obtaining the best local alignment between two sequences. There are a variety existing substitution matrices, for example the Blosum matrices. However, there is no guarantee that those matrices are suitable in the context of epitope prediction. To address this problem, we developed a gradient descent approach to optimize the parameters.
4.1. PEPTIDE FEATURE EXTRACTION

Normally parameter optimization requires a cost function, and our task is to find the parameters that minimize the function given the training data. Continuously differentiable cost functions are favored in numerical minimization, therefore we will use the SVM cost function (2.1) with \( L^2 \) regularization and quadratic loss. For the same reason, the threshold for the alignment score should be 0. For simplicity, we further assume that the classifier is linear. Let \( \{(\chi_i, t_i) | i = 1, ..., N\} \) be the peptides and labels of the training data, \( \{x_i | n = i, ..., N\} \) be their feature vectors and \( \{\alpha_m | m = 1, ..., M\} \) be the set of short amino acid sequences that the peptides are aligned to, then the cost function is

\[
\mathcal{L}(\theta, w, b) = \frac{1}{2} (w^T w + b^2) + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \varepsilon_i^2, \tag{4.4}
\]

where

\[
\varepsilon_i = \max\{0, 1 - t_i(x_i^T w + b)\}. \tag{4.5}
\]

\( w \), \( b \), and \( \theta \) are the parameters we want to optimize while \( C \) is fixed. \( \theta \) consists of the scores of all residue pairs (gap penalty can be regarded as the score of any residue paired with a gap). Remember that the score of an alignment is obtained by adding up the scores of residue pairs occurring along it, then the \( m^{th} \) element of \( x_i \) can be calculated as

\[
x_{i,m} = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{P} O_{i,m}^p \theta_p}{x_{i,\text{max}}}, \tag{4.6}
\]

in which \( O_{i,m}^p \) is the occurrence of the \( p^{th} \) residue pair in the best local alignment between \( \chi_i \) and \( \alpha_m \), and \( x_{i,\text{max}} \) is the maximum element of \( x_i \) before normalization. \( O_{i,m}^p \) depends on \( \theta \) and is obtained by dynamic programming.

If \( \theta \) is fixed, it is easy to optimize \((w, b)\) using existing linear SVM learners such as LIBLINEAR [11]. Thus we will optimize \((w, b)\) and \( \theta \) alternately. When fixing \((w, b)\), we take a gradient descent approach to optimize \( \theta \).

To perform gradient descent, we need to compute the partial derivatives of the cost function in terms of all the parameters we want to optimize. Unfortunately, there is no explicit form of \( O_{i,m}^p \), which means we cannot explicitly express \( \mathcal{L} \) as well as its partial derivatives with respect to \( \theta \). One way to solve the problem is to approximate derivative by difference. But this is computationally expensive. For example, in order to get the partial derivative of \( P \) parameters by central difference, we need to compute the cost function at least \( 2P \) times, which includes searching for best local alignments for \( 2PNM \) times. To simplify the problem, we assume that the paths of alignments do not change when there is a small perturbation in \( \theta \), i.e. \( O_{i,m}^p \) is considered constant when calculating the derivatives. This way, we only need to search for local alignments for \( NM \) times to get \( \{O_{i,m}^p | i = 1, ..., N, m = 1, ..., M, p = 1, ..., P\} \). And the derivative becomes

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \theta_p} = C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial \varepsilon_i^2}{\partial \theta_p}, \tag{4.7}
\]

15
\[ \frac{\partial x_i^2}{\partial \theta_p} = -2t_i \varepsilon_i \frac{\partial x_i^T}{\theta_p} w, \quad (4.8) \]
\[ \frac{\partial x_{i,m}}{\theta_p} = \frac{O_{i,m}^p - O_{i,\tilde{m}}^p x_{i,m}}{x_i^{max}}. \quad (4.9) \]

In (4.9), \( x_i^{max} \) is the largest element in vector \( x_i \) before normalization and \( \tilde{m} \) is its index.

Algorithm 1 shows the whole process of minimizing (4.4). Here are some remarks on the minimization problem:

- We can fix some of the alignment parameters and optimize the others.
- The cost function is not convex and gradient descent can only find the local minimum. We have tested the optimization process with different initial values, and the parameters converge to different results.
- Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm can be implemented to achieve faster convergence. But for our problem, gradient descent is simple and efficient enough. In all tests we have carried out, the parameters converge quickly (within 16 steps).
- The parameters can also be optimized in nonlinear models. In this case, the cost function becomes:

\[ \mathcal{L}(\theta, \beta) = \beta^T K \beta + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \varepsilon_i^2, \quad (4.10) \]

where
\[ \varepsilon_i = \max\{0, 1 - t_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_j k(x_i, x_j)\}. \quad (4.11) \]

The cost function can be minimized w.r.t \( \beta \) and \( \theta \) using the same idea as in the linear model.

### 4.2 Multiple kernel learning

If several sets of feature mapping functions and kernels perform well in epitope prediction, we can combine them into a new kernel function. Let \((\phi_l(\cdot), k_l(\cdot, \cdot)) | l = 1, ..., L\) be the set of feature mapping and kernel functions and \( k(\cdot, \cdot) \) be the new kernel, then

\[ k(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}') = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \lambda_l k_l(\phi_l(\mathbf{x}), \phi_l(\mathbf{x}')). \quad (4.12) \]
4.2. MULTIPLE KERNEL LEARNING

Algorithm 1: Optimize alignment parameters

Input : \{(x_i, t_i) | i = 1, ..., N\}, \{a_m | m = 1, ..., M\}, \{\alpha_m | m = 1, ..., M\}, C
Output: w, b, and \(\theta\)

1. Assign initial value to \(\theta\).
2. Compute \(\{x_i | i = 1, ..., N\}\) and \(\{O_{i,m}^p | i = 1, ..., N, m = 1, ..., M, p = 1, ..., P\}\).

3. do
   4. /* Update \(w\) and \(b\). */
   5. Optimize \(w\) and \(b\) by linear SVM learner.
   6. Compute \(\mathcal{L}\).
   7. /* Update \(\theta\). */
   8. do
   9. Compute \(\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \theta}\)
   10. \(\theta_{new} = \theta - \gamma \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \theta}\).
   11. Update \(\{x_i\}\) and \(\{O_{i,m}^p\}\).
   12. Compute \(\mathcal{L}_{new}\).
   13. if \(\mathcal{L}_{new} \leq \mathcal{L}\) then
   14. \(\theta = \theta_{new}\).
   15. else
   16. Decrease \(\gamma\), go back to step 10.
   17. end
   18. while not converge;
   19. while not converge;

Weights \(\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_L\) show the contribution of corresponding terms. Without loss of generality, we assume

\[
\sum_{l=1}^{L} \lambda_l = 1, \quad \lambda_l \geq 0, l = 1, ..., L.
\]  

(4.13)

Here we propose a supervised multiple kernel learning approach to determine \(\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_L\). Given the training sequences and labels \(\{(x_i, t_i) | i = 1, ..., N\}\), we first compute the Gram matrices \(K_1, ..., K_L\) so that \(K_{i,(i,j)} = k_i(x_i, x_j)\). Let \(k_{i,i}\) be the \(i^{th}\) column of \(K_i\), then we can obtain \(\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_L\) by minimizing the following cost function w.r.t \(\beta\) and \(\lambda\):

\[
\mathcal{L}(\beta, \lambda_1, ..., \lambda_L) = \frac{1}{2} \beta^T \beta + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \epsilon_i^2,
\]

subject to \(\sum_{l=1}^{L} \lambda_l = 1, \quad \lambda_l \geq 0, l = 1, ..., L,\)

(4.14)
where
\[ \varepsilon_i = \max\{0, 1 - t_i k_i^T \beta\} \]
and
\[ k_i = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \lambda_l k_{l,i}. \]

Again, we can optimize \( \beta \) and \( \lambda \) alternately. When optimizing \( \lambda \), the cost function is convex, bounded and constrained, minimizers such as SLSQP \cite{23} can be used to solve the problem. But first we need to calculate the gradient:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_l} = -C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \varepsilon_i t_i k_{l,i}^T. \tag{4.15}
\]

### 4.3 Performance evaluation

An epitope predictor built in our work produces a prediction score for a peptide and the score indicates how likely it is (part of) an epitope. A model can be evaluated on many aspects. Evaluation on peptide level assesses the ability to correctly predict whether a peptide is an epitope. Evaluation on residue level looks at if the residues in epitopes are correctly distinguished from residues in non-epitopes. The end purpose of an epitope predictor is to detect the regions from an antigen that are likely to be epitopes, so the quality of the detections should also be assessed.

#### 4.3.1 Evaluation on peptide level

Peptides which are either epitopes or non-epitopes are used to test a model. We need to set a threshold on the prediction scores, so that peptides whose scores are above the threshold are predicted as an epitope and otherwise is not. By comparing with the true labels, we can obtain the number of TP (true positive), FP (false positive), TN (true negative) and FN (false negative). Some statistics can be calculated afterwards:

- **Recall or true positive rate (TPR):** \( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \);
- **Precision:** \( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \);
- **False positive rate (FPR):** \( \frac{FP}{TN + FP} \).

None of the statistics alone yields a comprehensive picture about the performance. It is always possible to increase TPR by decreasing the threshold, at the expense of increasing FPR and decreasing precision. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and precision-recall curve can evaluate the performance independent of the threshold. An ROC curve is obtained by varying the threshold and plotting TPR against FPR. The curve is monotonously increasing and TPR should
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be larger than FPR. *Area under curve* (AUC) is a useful statistic to compare different ROC curves [12]. For a random classifier AUC=0.5 and for a perfect classifier AUC=1. A classifier performs better than random should have an AUC between 0.5 and 1. Another non-parametric evaluation metric is the precision-recall curve.

It is obtained by plotting precision against recall. A random classifier results in a horizontal precision-recall curve with precision $\equiv \frac{\text{number of actual positive data}}{\text{number of all data}}$, while a perfect classifier has a horizontal precision-recall curve with precision $\equiv 1$. For a reasonable classifier, precision should tend to decrease when recall increases, although the curve may not be totally monotonous. Area under the precision-recall curve, *average precision*, is also a measurement of how good a classifier is.

### 4.3.2 Evaluation on epitope detection

In § 4.3.1, evaluation is made on the assumption that an antigen is already segmented into epitopes and non-epitopes, and we only need to predict the labels of the segments. But in epitope mapping, an antigen sequence is given as a whole.

To detect epitopes in an antigen, we first extract overlapping peptides using a slide window. Again the model assigns precision scores to peptides and we need to put a threshold on the scores. Then we merge successive peptides whose scores are higher than the threshold to form detected epitopes. To facilitate further analysis, we calculated the score of a detected epitope as the average prediction score of all peptides within it.

Next, we need to distinguish true detections from false detections. It is rare that a detection covers exactly the same region as an actual epitope, but they may overlap. The extent of overlap is calculated as the length of overlap region divided by the maximum of the detected epitope length and the actual epitope length. If the overlap between a detection and any actual epitope is larger than a predefined value $\delta$, then the detection is true, otherwise it is false.

We expect a good predictor to assign high scores to true detections and low scores to false detections. One way to examine this is to set a threshold on the scores of detections, and define

- **TP**: true predictions with scores higher than the threshold;
- **FP**: false predictions with scores higher than the threshold;
- **FN**: true predictions with scores lower than the threshold and undetected epitopes.

By adjusting the threshold, we can obtain the precision-recall curve as in § 4.3.1.

### 4.3.3 Evaluation on residue level

A lot of existing methods assign scores to individual residues and predict a residue with a high score to be part of an epitope. To make direct comparisons and avoid involving too many parameters as in § 4.3.2 we made the score of a peptide as the...
score of its center residue. A residue at either ends of a antigen is not the center of any peptide, then its score is the same as the closest residue. Similarly, the label of a peptide becomes the label of the center residue. Then, ROC curves and precision-recall curved can be constructed as in §4.3.1
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Results

5.1 Experimental setting

A feature extraction class was written in python. Then, we used the python package scikit-learn [30] to build SVM classifiers. In particular, class sklearn.svm.LinearSVC was used for linear SVM and sklearn.svm.SVC for nonlinear SVM. Algorithm 1 was implemented in python. The minimization problem (4.14) for multiple kernel learning was solved using class scipy.optimize.minimize with the SLSQP algorithm [20]. Other python packages used in this work include NumPy [39] and Matplotlib [19].

5.2 Impact of feature extraction and kernel functions

In the first set of experiments, we built SVM models with different features and kernel functions.

Peptide features were extracted with respect to 1-, 2- and 3-mers. The feature extraction method was either BoW or local alignment. Two substitution matrices were used for local alignment. One was BLOSUM62 (Figure 5.1), the other was a modification of BLOSUM62 in which all diagonal elements were set to 11. The gap penalty was set to -6 in both cases. If features were generated with respect to 3-mers, the number of features would be $20^3 = 8000$, which is too large compared to the number of training data (about 4000). To reduce the number, we summed up each feature across the positive training sequences and only selected features whose sums were the largest.

Then the features were associated with linear or RBF kernel function.

We tuned other parameters using grid search. The threshold $T$ for alignment score was searched over the range 2, 4, ..., $8k$ when k-mers were aligned to. If 3-mers were used, the number of features was searched over the range 500, 1000, 1500, ..., 4000. The penalty parameter $C$ was selected from $10^{-3}, 10^{-2}, ..., 10^3$. $\gamma$ in the RBF kernel was searched over $10^{-2}, 10^{-2}, ..., 10^2$. We exhaustively tested all combinations of these parameters, and the best combinations were selected based on five-fold
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Figure 5.1: Substitution matrix BLOSUM62.

|   | A    | C    | D    | E    | F    | G    | H    | I    | K    | L    | M    | N    | P    | Q    | R    | S    | T    | V    | W    | Y    |
|---|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| A | 4    | 0    | -2   | -1   | -3   | -2   | -1   | -1   | -1   | -2   | -1   | -1   | 1    | 0    | 0    | -3   | -2   | 0    | 0    | -3   | -2   |
| C | 0    | 9    | -3   | -4   | -2   | -3   | -1   | -3   | -1   | -1   | -3   | -3   | -1   | -1   | -1   | -2   | -2   | -4   | -3   | -4   | -3   |
| D | -2   | -3   | 6    | 2    | -3   | -1   | -1   | -3   | -1   | -4   | -3   | 1    | -1   | 0    | -2   | 0    | -1   | -3   | -4   | -3   |
| E | -1   | -4   | 2    | 5    | -3   | -2   | 0    | -3   | 1    | -3   | -2   | 0    | -1   | 2    | 0    | 0    | -1   | -2   | -3   | -2   |
| F | -2   | -2   | -3   | -3   | 6    | -3   | -1   | 0    | -3   | 0    | 0    | -3   | -4   | -3   | -3   | -2   | -2   | -1   | 1    | 3    |
| G | 0    | -3   | -1   | -2   | -3   | 6    | -2   | -4   | 2    | -2   | -4   | -3   | 0    | -2   | -2   | 0    | -2   | -3   | -2   | -3   |
| H | -2   | -3   | -1   | 0    | -1   | -2   | 8    | -3   | -1   | -3   | -2   | 1    | -2   | 0    | 0    | -1   | -2   | -3   | -2   | 2    |
| I | -1   | -1   | -3   | 3    | 0    | -4   | -3   | 4    | -3   | 2    | 1    | -3   | -3   | -3   | -3   | -2   | -1   | 3    | -3   | -1   |
| K | -1   | -3   | -1   | 1    | -3   | -2   | -1   | -3   | 5    | -2   | -1   | 0    | -1   | 2    | 0    | -1   | -2   | -3   | -2   |
| L | -1   | -1   | -4   | -3   | 0    | -4   | -3   | 2    | -2   | 4    | 2    | -3   | -3   | -2   | -2   | 2    | -1   | 1    | -2   | -1   |
| M | -1   | -3   | -2   | 0    | -3   | -2   | 1    | -1   | 2    | 5    | -2   | -2   | 0    | -1   | -1   | -1   | 1    | -1   | -1   |
| N | -2   | -3   | 1    | 0    | -3   | 0    | 1    | -3   | 0    | -3   | -2   | 6    | -2   | 0    | 0    | 1    | 0    | -3   | -4   | -2   |
| P | 0    | 0    | -3   | 1    | 0    | -2   | 0    | -3   | 0    | 0    | -3   | -3   | 2    | 2    | -1   | -1   | 2    | -4   | -3   |
| Q | -1   | -3   | 0    | 2    | -3   | -2   | 0    | -3   | 1    | -2   | 0    | 0    | -1   | 5    | 1    | 0    | -1   | -2   | -1   |
| R | -1   | -3   | 0    | -3   | 2    | 0    | -3   | 2    | -2   | -1   | 0    | -2   | 1    | 5    | 1    | -1   | -3   | -3   | -2   |
| S | 1    | -1   | 0    | 0    | -2   | 0    | -1   | -2   | 0    | -2   | -1   | 1    | 0    | -1   | 4    | 1    | -2   | -3   | -3   |
| T | 0    | -1   | -1   | -1   | -2   | -2   | -1   | -1   | -1   | 0    | -1   | -1   | -1   | 5    | 0    | -2   | -2   | 0    | -4   | 3    |
| V | 0    | -1   | -3   | 2    | -1   | -3   | -3   | 3    | -2   | 1    | 1    | -3   | -3   | -2   | -3   | -2   | 0    | 4    | -3   | -1   |
| W | -3   | -2   | -4   | -3   | 1    | 2    | -2   | -3   | -3   | -2   | -1   | -4   | -4   | -2   | -3   | -3   | -2   | -3   | 11   | 2    |
| Y | -2   | -2   | -3   | -2   | 3    | -3   | 2    | -1   | -2   | 1    | -1   | -2   | -3   | -1   | -2   | -2   | -1   | -2   | 1    | 2    |

cross-validation.

For each set of features and kernel function, the model was built five times, and in each time four groups of our data were used for training and one group for testing. Table 5.1 shows the peptide-level evaluation of models built with different sets of parameters. The models are sorted first by AUC and then by average precision. The results show that feature extraction by local alignment significantly outperforms BoW, and the modified BLOSUM62 matrix is better than the original BLOSUM62. In addition, features extracted in terms of 2-mers and 3-mers often perform better than single amino acids (1-mers).

5.3 Optimization

In this section, we carried out two optimization procedures to improve the settings in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Multiple kernel learning

We combined the first 10 models in Table 5.1 using multiple kernel learning as proposed in § 4.2. The penalty parameter $C$ was set to 1, the same as Model 1 in Table 5.1. We initialized the weights of Model 1 to Model 10 to $[1, 0, 0, ..., 0]$. After optimization, the weights of Model 1 and Model 2 became 0.684 and 0.316, while the
### Table 5.1: Performance of different settings of parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>k-mers</th>
<th>feature generation</th>
<th>substitution matrix</th>
<th>kernel</th>
<th>other parameters</th>
<th>average precision</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=12$ $C=1$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=24$ 4000 features $C=10$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=12$ $C=10$</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=15$ 1500 features $C=0.01$</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=1$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=1$</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=1$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>modified BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=0.1$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=0.1$</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=6$ 4000 features $C=0.01$</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=2$ $C=1$</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>BLOSUM62</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=2$ 2000 features $C=100$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=1500$ features $C=0.01$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=4000$ features $C=0.01$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=0$ $C=0.1$ $\gamma=0.1$</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=100$ $C=100$ $\gamma=1$</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>$T=100$ $C=1$ $\gamma=1$</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>$T=1$ $C=1$</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statistics were averaged over five-fold cross-validation. The settings are sorted first by AUC and then by average precision.
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Figure 5.2: Optimization by multiple kernel learning. (a) ROC curves. AUC was 0.79 before optimization and 0.80 after optimization. (b) Precision-recall curves. Average precision was 0.69 before optimization and 0.70 after optimization.

others remained 0. AUC was increased from 0.79 to 0.80 (Figure 5.2a), and average precision was increased from 0.69 to 0.70 (Figure 5.2b). Since the improvement was not obvious and the model was simpler before optimization, we prefer Model 1 to the combination of Model 1 and Model 2.

The improvement brought by the optimization is not obvious. A possible explanation is that the features we combined are too similar. After all, they are the same type of features extracted using different parameters. To overcome this problem and further improve the effectiveness of optimization, we may involve other types of features such as propensity scales. Moreover, string kernels may be included to increase the diversity of kernels.

5.3.2 Optimization of alignment parameters

Model 6, 9 and 11 in Table 5.1 are linear models that use local alignment scores without threshold as features, so we tried to improve them by optimizing the alignment parameters.

Prior to carrying out gradient descent, we need to make sure that the analytical calculation of gradient as proposed in (4.9) is correct. This can be tested by comparing the analytical and numeric derivatives of the parameters. Figure 5.3 shows the derivatives of some parameters in Model 11 and indicates that the gradient as we calculated is correct.

In Model 6 and 9, only positive substitution scores appear in the local alignments, so we only need to optimize them. For the same reason, we only optimized positive substitution scores and the gap penalty in Model 11. Table 5.2 compares the performance of the models before and after optimization. There was a significant improvement in Model 11.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between analytical and numerical derivatives. When calculating the derivative of a parameter, all other parameters remained the same as in Model 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>before optimization</th>
<th>after optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average precision</td>
<td>AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Results for alignment parameter optimization.
5.4 Epitope detection

The best model we obtained so far is Model 1 in Table 5.1. In the rest of this chapter, all results are concerned with this model.

In this section, we evaluated the ability of our model to detect epitopes as described in § 4.3.2. We first set that if the overlap between a detection and any actual epitope is larger than 0.5, then the detection is true, otherwise it is false. Before making detections, we need to set the length of extracted peptides and the threshold on their prediction scores. Figure 5.4 shows the impact of these two parameters on the detection result. 110, 11 and 12 are suitable lengths. For those lengths, the top scored detections are likely to be true epitopes. Lower threshold results in higher maximum recall, but if it is too low the precision of top detections will be compromised. We will use 10 as the default peptide length and -0.31 as the default threshold, which yields a maximum recall around 0.4 while maintaining the precision above or around 0.5. The lengths of detected epitopes were slightly shorter than actual epitopes (Figure 5.5).

5.5 Comparison with other epitope prediction tools

In this section, we compared our model with tools provided on http://tools.immuneepitope.org/bcell/. They are abbreviated as Chou & Fasman [7], Emini [10], Karplus & Schulz [21], Kolaskar & Tongaonkar [22], Parker [29] and Bepipred. Bepipred combines propensity scale with HMM, while all others are based only on propensity scales. One group of antigens in our dataset were used to test all models, and the other four groups were used to train our model. Since all the other models assign scores to individual residues, we made comparisons on residue level. Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3 shows that our model performs significantly better than all the other models.

The training data for Bepipred is publicly available, so we also used it to train our model to make more convincing comparison with Bepipred. This dataset contains only 124 antigens, from which 437 epitopes and 3239 non-epitopes were extracted. The comparison result is also shown in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3. Although the performance of our model was decreased, it was still better than Bepipred. The decrease in performance may be due to the small size of training data, and the fact that they are not fully annotated.
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Figure 5.4: Impact of peptide length and threshold of prediction score on epitope detection. In each plot, peptide length does not change, and different colors stand for different thresholds.
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Figure 5.5: The length distributions of detected epitopes and actual epitopes.

Figure 5.6: Comparison of different methods. (a) ROC curves. (b) Precision-recall curves. 'Our model' was trained using our dataset, and 'Our model*' was trained using the training data of Bepipred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>average precision</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>our model</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>our model*</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bepipred</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou &amp; Fasman</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emini</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karplus &amp; Schulz</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolaskar &amp; Tongaonkar</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Comparison of different methods. 'Our model' was trained using our dataset, and 'Our model*' was trained using the training data of Bepipred.
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Conclusions and discussions

In this work, we explored different combinations of feature mapping methods and kernel functions for predicting continuous epitopes. On this basis, we built a predictor that can reliably distinguish epitopes from non-epitopes. In particular, we evaluated its ability to make epitope detections from whole antigen sequences, and the top ranked detections are highly likely to be actual epitopes. Results also show that our predictor greatly outperforms some other predictors.

Our results show that feature extraction plays a major role in building a good predictor. Local alignment scores can well characterize epitopes. The alignments of peptides to 2-mers and 3-mers often outperform 1-mers. The simple procedure for feature selection may be the reason that 3-mers do not perform as good as 2-mers, and we may use more sophisticated feature selection methods, such as metric learning [25], to improve the results.

We also developed two optimization approaches. The improvement brought by multiple kernel learning is not obvious. The reason may be that the features that we combined are too similar. After all, they are just the same type of features with different parameters. One possibility to improve the result of optimization is to involve other types of features (such as propensity scales). We may also incorporate other types of kernels (such as spectrum kernel [27]).

On the other hand, the optimization of alignment parameters brought significant improvement in one of the three models we tested. Although we have only implemented optimization for linear models, the target function 4.4 and its gradient can be modified so that a non-linear model can also be optimized.

It is difficult to compare existing methods due to several issues. First of all, there are no consensus metrics for evaluation. Non-parametric statistics, such as AUC, are generally preferred in the literature [15,42]. However, little attention has been paid to the level (peptide or residue) of evaluation. Our results show that the same statistic changes a lot when measured on a different level, but existing methods were evaluated on either level. To make direct comparisons, either we should agree on which to choose, or evaluations on both levels should be reported.

Another problem is the lack of consensus benchmark dataset. The reported per-
formance of some models was biased because they were trained and/or tested using incompletely annotated dataset. Both [24] and our results show that incomplete annotations may lead to underestimation of the performance of predictors. To address this problem, a high-quality dataset should be assembled, and existing models should be evaluated against it.
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